Appendix A. Supplementary Material

A.1. Properties of Data
shows the number of reviews per domain for the balanced dataset. Note that the data was downloaded up until July 2011, and there may be variations in the names of the categories between then and now. Figure 11 shows the attempt at combining the random and highest-margin selection methods, as discussed in section 6.
A.2. SSL
A.3. Domain Adaptation
In Figures 5 to 8 we present the one-to-one adaptation in settings 1 and 3 (mixed training set), discussed in section 7. Figure 12 shows the percentage of 10 domains used in the 1-to-many SSL. Only the top 5 and least 5 frequent domains are shown. Note that since the industrial domain is the source domain, and it does not appear in the unlabeled set, it begins (and remains) at a 100%.
A.4. WSL
The results for the experiments discussed in section 8 are shown in figure 10. Example book reviews are shown in figure 9 (with grammar and spelling mistakes intact). Have that in mind when you read it! poor sorry Barbara i usally love your books but this one is really poor. the ending is a mess there is no character developement no scene painting ... intreaging.
It's horrible!!!! It is so horrible to believe that this truely happens to children and their parents. I wish I had read the book yrs.
ago but thank the lord my children were okay. 
